The spatial autocorrelation issue is now well established, and it is almost impossible to deal with spatial data without considering this reality. In addition, recent developments have been devoted to developing methods that deal with spatial autocorrelation in panel data. However, little effort has been devoted to dealing with spatial data (cross-section) pooled over time. This paper endeavours to bridge the gap between the theoretical modeling development and the application based on spatial data pooled over time. The paper presents a schematic representation of how spatial links can be expressed, depending on the nature of the variable, when combining the spatial multidirectional relations and temporal unidirectional relations. After that, a Monte Carlo experiment is conducted to establish the impact of applying a usual spatial econometric model to spatial data pooled over time. The results suggest that neglecting the temporal dimension of the data generating process can introduce important biases on autoregressive parameters and thus result in the inaccurate measurement of the indirect and total spatial effect related to the spatial spillover effect.
Introduction
Spatial dependence and spatial correlation among observations have been suspected for many years [1] . Anselin and Bera (1998) [2] define spatial autocorrelation as "the coincidence of value similarity with locational similarity".
The particularity of spatial autocorrelation lies in its multidirectional effect. Its complexity explains why spatial autocorrelation has received such attention since spatial data are now widely available and used. Spatial autocorrelation among residuals of a statistical model can have various consequences on estimated coefficients and variances, depending on sample size [3] - [5] .
Spatial autocorrelation is also the starting point of the development of spatial econometrics begun at the end of the decade 1970 [6] . The most recent development in the field focuses on spatial panel models and the development of an appropriate estimation procedure [7] . Most of the literature now focuses on how it can be possible to take into account the spatial characteristics of the data, while using the temporal source of variability as well. Essentially, these approaches apply very well to data representing given geometric delimitation, such as a region, provinces, states and countries. However, there are many databases that do have both dimensions, spatial and temporal, but are clearly different from the panel case.
Spatial, or cross-sectional, databases pooled over time can represent sale prices (real estate), business opening (or)/closings, crime location, innovation, and so on. For these databases, the panel procedures cannot be applied since a given spatial observation (located at a point) is only observed once 1 over time. In short, spatial data collected over time can clearly be different from the spatial panel case. Since panel applications fail to adequately model spatial data pooled over time, the easy solution for researchers is normally to apply the usual spatial econometric methods and models. However, such applications implicitly assume that time dimension has no effect on the data generating process. Even worse, this approach assumes that future observations can influence the determination of past values of the dependent variable [8] .
Recent developments have proposed a simple way to adequately control the temporal dimension while accounting for spatial dimension influencing the data generating process [8] - [11] when data consist of spatial observations pooled over time. However, very few have investigated the effect of adopting spatial econometric techniques for such data. Thus, there is a real need to determine the exact effect of applying spatial econometric models and spatial autocorrelation detection tests on spatial data pooled over time.
The paper endeavours to determine the impact of using spatial econometric models and tests when data consist of individual spatial units pooled over time. More specifically, the paper presents a realistic representation of the data generating process (DGP) for spatial data pooled over time by decomposing the possible relations for the dependent variable and for the error term. A Monte Carlo experiment formalizes this DGP and investigates the effects of neglecting the temporal dimension when estimating spatial autoregressive models. The results clearly suggest that neglecting the temporal dimension of the DGP can generate biases on the autoregressive coefficient as well as on the coefficient related to the independent variable which can lead to erroneous interpretation of the indirect and total marginal effect related to spatial characterization [4] .
The paper is divided into five sections. The first section formally addresses the characteristics of spatial data pooled over time through a visual presentation of the DGP. Particular attention is paid to the ties and relationship (unidirectional and multidirectional) that can arise from spatial data pooled over time. The second section presents the way a weights matrix can be adapted and decomposed to deal simultaneously with the spatial and temporal dimensions. The third section presents a simple Monte Carlo framework used to evaluate the impact of neglecting the temporal dimension of the DGP on the estimation of the coefficients as well as on the general Moran's I [12] index used to detect spatial autocorrelation. The estimation procedure is briefly discussed. The fourth section presents the results and discusses the possible biases of neglecting the temporal dimension. Lastly, the paper concludes with a summary of the main results.
Data Generating Process of Spatial Data Pooled over Time
The data generating process of spatial data pooled over time is based on a three dimensional representation: the dimension X representing the east-west location of a given point, the dimension Y representing the northsouth location of the point and the dimension R indicating the time period the point was collected (Figure 1) . It is no longer based on a two dimensional configuration as is the case for spatial data (Figure 2) . The three dimensional representation complicated the application of the usual spatial models and tests [8] . Since an additional dimension is added on the DGP, the relations are not necessarily multidirectional for all observations. In fact, the possible relation among the variables depends on the nature of the variables considered.
If one assumes that the spatial autoregressive process is based on the dependent variable, then the multidirec- y , which is a strong assumption based on the fact that perfect anticipation of future realizations is always right. This assumption is particularly criticized when working with a considerable temporal dimension. For this reason, spatial multidirectional relations need to be limited to the same time period, as indicated with the bidirectional arrow, which only occurs between the black points ( Figure 3) . Of course, the prior realizations can also influence the actual realizations of the dependent variable. However, the relation is no more multidirectional, but rather unidirectional: the past observations can influence the actual realizations, but the inverse is not possible. The temporal unidirectional constraints of the links can be used to introduce new relations among observations. The unidirectional relations are represented through a unidirectional arrow, indicating that the flow of the relations becomes truncated in one direction between the grey points and the black points (Figure 4) .
Of course, the DGP can also be influenced by some (latent) fixed spatial effects. This component, usually refered to as the omitted variable problem, is usually hidden through the error term. This effect can be multidirectional if the spatial structure is assumed to be constant (and unchanged) over time. The model then assumes that the autoregressive specification is decomposed through the error component [13] . This is the essence of the geo-statistical approaches that assume that latent structure, represented here by the dotted arrow, is constant and present in all time periods, but limited to a delimited or local vicinity ( Figure 5 ). The latent structure leads to multidirectional relations, as expressed by the bidirectional arrows (Figure 6 ), between observations collected at different time periods. Considering temporal constraints related to spatial links among dependent (and independent) variables as well as full multidirectional relations hidden through latent spatial structure gives a completely different representation of the possible links between observations (points) considering the autoregressive process assumed. To some extend, these restrictions to modeling strategies were previously highlighted by what Legendre (1993) [14] calls the new paradigm of spatial autocorrelation.
This representation of the DGP for spatial data pooled over time underlines the pertinence, as mentioned in the literature, of thinking about how the database structure should be analyzed before doing any mechanical construction of the weights matrix. According to some authors, the weights matrix should be based on a-priori theoretically-defendable knowledge [15] [16] . This idea is also supported by the work of Pinske and Slade (2010) [17] who suggest that approaches should be developed from an empirical perspective and by McMillen (2010) [18] who stresses that what really matters when working with spatial data is the relative position of the observations.
As can be seen, the DGP of spatial data pooled over time is clearly different from the classic spatial case since relations among the observable variables incorporate constraints on the way one needs to consider the autoregressive process. In short, the DGP for spatial data pooled over time is different from the spatial case, where all relations are multidirectional, and different from the panel case, where individual observations are repeated in each time period. It is then necessary to consider the possible complex schema to make sure that one captures the correct (spatial and temporal) effects.
It is also necessary to develop an adapted notation when data consist of spatial individual units pooled over time. In the spatial case, the total sample is usually denoted by N , while in the spatial panel case, the total sample is denoted by N T × , where N is the number of spatial observations and T is the number of time periods considered. Since the spatial panel case reports the same number of observations in each time period, 1, 2, , R , the sum of N over the total time period, Summarized, the techniques from the spatial panel data case cannot be applied when individual spatial units are not repeated over time. Moreover, the spatial econometric techniques implicitly assume that temporal dimension has no effect on the DGP, which is a strong and possibly false assumption. However, these techniques may be applied if the weights matrix accounts correctly for possible relations among the individual units. To do so, it is necessary, before turning to the Monte Carlo experiment, to determine the possible form of the weights matrix for spatial data pooled over time. The next section discusses the construction of such weights matrices expressing the multidirectional effect among observations for a given time period as well as the unidirectional relations coming from a previous time period.
Building an Appropriate Weights Matrix
The usual spatial weights, ij s , among two observations i and j is built using information on the geographical location of both observations, given by the couples ( )
The distance separating the two points, noted ij d , can be calculated using the Pythagorean theorem (Equation (1)) 3 .
Next, a mathematical transformation to these individuals distance is applied to make sure that the final spatial relations, or weights, summarize the idea behind the first law of geography [19] : everything is related to everything else, but closer things more so. Without loss of generality, it is possible to cite the three most empirically used transformation function related to distance, ij d : i) the inverse, or square inverse, distance function (Equation (2)); ii) the exponential negative function of the distance (Equation (3)); iii) the nearest neighbors function (Equation (4)).
where α (Equation (2)) is a penalty parameter imposed on distance reflecting the inverse distance transfor- (2) and (3)) is a critical distance cut-off value limiting the spatial relation to local consideration or surroundings, and
is a critical cut-off distance value for each point i ensuring that each observation has a fix number ( ) k of neighbors. Of course, the definition of the weights matrix can be based on a more complex specification, such as the tri-cube transformation [20] , or the gaussian transformation [21] or any other transformation drawn from the geographically weighted regression (GWR) approach [22] [23] .
In the end, the individual spatial weights, ij s can be summarized in a square table (or matrix), noted S , that expresses the spatial relations among all observations (Equation (5)). 
For the case of spatial data pooled over time, the spatial weights matrix is of dimension T T N N × , and needs adjustment before proceeding to any statistical test or model estimation since, as previous mentioned, relations are not necessarily multidirectional. This imposes some constraint on the individual spatial weights, ij s in the original specification. Considering the fact that spatial relations may be limited to some spatial consideration, as pointed out by the seminal work of Hègerstrand (1970) [24] , the unidirectional effect is limited to a given spatial definition.
As pointed out by some authors [8] - [11] [25], the construction of a temporal weights matrix can help to build spatio-temporal weights matrices. However, this decomposition can also be simplified by introducing constraints on the spatial weights matrix through a block diagonal decomposition.
Assuming that the observations are previously chronologically ordered, so that the first lines in the database represent the oldest observations while the last lines represent the newest observations [26] , it is possible to isolate the effect of multidirectional spatial effect for the same time period. This decomposition is simply obtained by building T different spatial weights of a smaller dimension, rr S expressing the spatial relations among the observations collected in period r . By pooling these individual weights matrices on the diagonal of the global weights matrix, S we obtain a particular weights matrix composed of a block diagonal (Equation (6)). 
where each square spatial weights matrix, rr S , is of dimension r r N N × and represents potential spatial links among observations collected in the same time period.
Moreover, given the global spatial weights matrix representation (Equation (5)), the chronological order allows to decompose the unidirectional effect through a block triangular (lower and higher) part. The lower part represents the potential effect of past realizations on actual realizations, while the upper part represents the effect of future realizations on actual realizations. Since it is impossible (or at least strongly unlikely) to know with exactitude the future realizations, the upper triangular part can be set to zero. This constraint implies that working with spatial econometric tests and models with spatial data pooled over time assumes that the assumption of perfection anticipation is true (or likely). This lack of constraint on the weights matrix can potentially lead to a bias in the estimation, as noted by Smith (2009) [11] , related to over-connection of the matrix.
By using only the lower triangular block of the original spatial weights matrix (Equation (7)), one can easily synthesizes the unidirectional relations linking the observation i in period r p − to observation j in period r q + , synthesis in the matrix ( )( ) r q r p + − W . 
Each matrix, of dimension r q (6) and (8)).
where: 
and
denotes the lower triangular part of the full weights matrix S . It should be noted, at this stage, that the use of the weights matrix W can introduce a possible problem in the estimation process since it is not of full rank. We will come back to this point later.
Both information can be synthesized through a unique spatio-temporal weights matrix (Equation (11)) by adding the weights matrix for multidirectional spatial effect for a given time period (Equation (6)) to the weights matrix accounting for unidirectional spatial effect based on a previous time period (Equation (7)).
The reader can easily show that this block decomposition leads to the same matrix as using the Hadamard product of a spatial weights matrix and a temporal weights matrix. However, the advantage of treating weights matrices as separate (Equations (6) and (7)) instead of a unique matrix (Equation (11)) is that the effect can be expressed, as in Pace et al. (1998 Pace et al. ( , 2000 [26] [27] as the sum of two distinct component: i) a spatial multidirectional effect; and ii) a spatial dynamic unidirectional effect.
Given the choice of the users, the final specifications of the weights matrix can then be row standardized, as is common in empirical applications. The row-standardization procedure is a common practice that ensures the comparability of the usual statistic tests as well as the autoregressive estimated coefficients.
Given the structure of the weights matrix accounting for spatial and temporal dimensions of the DGP, it is now possible to test whether the use of a strictly spatial weights when dealing with spatial data pooled over time introduces bias in the detection tests of spatial autocorrelation and the estimated autoregressive coefficients. To make sure these results can be generalized, a Monte Carlo experiment is conducted.
A Monte Carlo Experiment
Given the DGP of the spatial data pooled over time, two general models, based on the different weights matrix specifications developed, can be used to generate data incorporating multidirectional spatial effect for the same time period as well as unidirectional spatial effect occurring from a previous period.
The first model assumes that the true model is given by a linear specification in the parameters (Equation (12) ). This DGP can be seen as a given equation based on real indices, as opposed to the nominal indices, where the dependent variable y has the same base value (or definition) for all the time periods. T N × . Another specification of the model can be based on a nominal value instead of a real value index. In such a situation, it is common practice to introduce a time trend ( ) t variable (or a matrix of dummy variables for the full time period) to control for temporal heterogeneity and the nominal aspect of the dependent variable [28] (Equation (13)).
where t is a vector of the trend variable taking a value of 0 in the first period, a value of one in the second period, a value of 2 in the third period and so on. The δ parameter is the coefficient that measures the mean growth rate over the whole sample period. In both specifications, the weights matrices S , W and S , all of dimension T T N N × are, respectively, a spatial weights matrix accounting for the spatial multidirectional relations occurring in the same time period, a spatio-temporal weights matrix accounting for the spatial unidirectional relations occurring from the observa-tions collected in the previous time period and a spatial weights matrix controlling for a constant spatial latent component 4 .
The ρ coefficient represents the usual spatial spillover effect for the actual time period, the ψ coefficient measures the unidirectional spatial effect, which can be seen as a (temporal) dynamic effect spatially located, while the λ coefficient measures the intensity of the spatial autoregressive process related to the error term, which can be seen as an omitted spatial fixed component capturing the latent spatial structure of the DGP. Finally, the β coefficient is the marginal effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable. Given the size of the vectors (or matrix) of variables (dependent and independent), all coefficients are scalars in this framework.
In the model, the variable y W is known and assumed exogenous since it is based on previous observations. This variable synthesizes the mean outcome of the dependent variable occurring one ( ) 1 r − time period prior. These outcomes are, by definition, independent and strictly exogenous from the actual observation since a point is only observed once and the realizations are observed in previous period. However, as previously mentioned, the first 1 N lines of this new variable are only composed of elements equal to zero (Equation (11)) 5 since the elements in the first 1 N lines of the weights matrix, W , are all equal to zero. Isolating the dependent variable on the left hand side gives the final expression of the DGP (Equations (14) and (15)) which generates the true value of the dependent variable given the values of the independent variables and the error term. 2 r = , and so on. These three variables are fundamental to build the spatio-temporal weights matrices, S and W . Finally, it is assumed that the independent variable, Z , is normally distributed with a zero mean and a variance equal to nine (9) . The independent error term,  is also normally distributed with a zero mean and a homoscedastic unitary variance.
Since the objective of the paper is to explore the effect of neglecting the temporal dimension of the DGP on the autoregressive parameter, the parameter β is set to one, while the parameter δ is set to 0.05. Only the autoregressive parameters, ρ , λ and ψ can vary in the simulations.
The Estimation Method
Because the model uses a variable based on realizations recorded one period before, y W it is necessary to assume that the first time period is exogenous in the simulation process. Thus, the observations related to the first time period are not used in the estimation process. Consequently, the model is not estimated using the whole sample size T N , but is, instead, based on , the model can be estimated using the maximum likelihood procedure [29] . However, this procedure can have some minor effect on the precision of the estimation of the parameter λ since some observations can be dropped from the full nearest neighbors matrix. However, the subtraction of about one-ten of the full sample should not be overly significant.
The Values of the Parameters
The results are based on 1000 simulations of 1000 observations ( ) , while it ensure that the sum of the autoregressive parameter on the dependent variable is still lower then one ( )
For the DGP, the weights matrices are chosen as follows:  the spatial weights matrix, S , is based on the ten (10) nearest neighbors,the matrix;  the spatial weights matrix accounting for multidirectional spatial effect of the dependent variable, S , is based on a negative exponential transformation of the distances separating all observations i and j occurring in the same time period t ;  the spatial weights matrix accounting for unidirectional (dynamic) spatial effect of the dependent variable, W , is also based on a negative exponential transformation of the distances separating an observation i collected in time period 1 − t and another observation j occurring in the next time period t . It should be noted that both spatio-temporal weights matrices, S and W , are constructed using a general spatial weights matrix and using the block diagonal decomposition (see the previous section). Thereafter, the different models (Equations (12) and (13)) are estimated assuming that: i) the usual spatial econometric model is used and no time lag variable is introduced 7 ; and ii) the model is estimated using the spatio-temporal considerations of the DGP.
Results
The first conclusion is related to the use of the Moran's I index 8 . For low values of ρ and λ , the results clearly suggest that these statistics are not biased toward rejection of the null hypothesis of absence of spatial autocorrelation, as previously proposed by [9] . In fact, when all the autoregressive coefficients are low, including the parameter ψ , the index estimated is lower using a spatial weights matrix instead of the spatio-temporal weights matrix ( Table 1 and Table 2 ). However, the estimated variance of the Moran's I is also lower. In fact, the lower estimate variance has an important effect for high values of ρ , λ and ψ . In this context, the low variance has an important incidence on the over estimation of the Moran's I statistic towards systematic rejection of the null hypothesis. This is where the findings of [9] really apply. The conclusions are identical given the specification used (Equations (12) and (13)).
Turning our attention to the coefficients, the effect of spatial specification in a spatio-temporal context can be analyzed through the usual statistics such as the bias, which is defined as
 , where θ is the real value of the parameter of interest and θ is the estimation of the parameter θ obtained with the Monte Carlo simulations, and the mean square error (MSE), defined as
The first statistic allows to compare the capability of the model to return the right answer, while the MSE allows to measure the precision of the estimation. 7 The variable y W is not used and the S weights matrix is replaced by the usual full spatial weights matrix, S . 8 The formula for the Moran's index is:
e We I e e ′ = ′ where e are the residuals of the regression. Firstly, the results show that according to low values of the autoregressive coefficients ( ) 0.1 ρ λ ψ = = = the bias is quite low when ones use spatial weights matrix instead of the spatio-temporal weights matrices, and this for both specifications (Equations (12) and (13)). However, as soon as the values of these parameters increase, the bias also increase ( Table 3 and Table 4 ). The biases are low for the β coefficient, but quickly rise for all the other parameters. This may be quite problematic if the real specification is based on a spatial autoregressive (SAR) model since the indirect and total marginal effect are largely based on two main components: the weights matrix, and the estimated autoregressive coefficient [4] [32] . Secondly, the MSE follows a pattern similar to the one of the bias ( Table 5 and Table 6 ). The MSE is comparable within the spatial and spatio-temporal specifications with low values of ρ , λ and ψ , while it clearly becomes larger for spatial specifications for higher values of the autoregressive parameters.
There is a simple way to visualize this conclusion: building a graph of the estimated values of the parameters in each simulation according to the specification selected. Conducting this analysis reinforces the conclusions drawn before (Figures 7-10) . First, there is a clear bias in the estimated β coefficient for the specification without trend (Equation (12)), even more for low values of ψ (Figure 7-left panel) . For the higher value of ψ , the bias is insignificant, but the precision is clearly affected. For the model introducing a trend, the conclusion is somewhat different: there is no clear bias in the estimated β coefficient, but the estimation of the parameter is clearly imprecise for high values of the autoregressive coefficients.
As regards the λ coefficient, the parameter is unbiased with low values of the autoregressive parameters ( ρ , λ and ψ ), and this, for both specifications (Figure 8) . For high values of ρ in the specification without trend (Equation (12)), the estimation of λ is clearly downward biased. Moreover, the estimation of the parameter is quite imprecise, as shown by the important variation of the grey line. Once again, the conclusion is different considering the specification with a trend (Equation (13)): except for the case of high values of ρ and ψ , there is no evidence of bias in the estimation of λ . However, for high values of the autoregressive coefficient, the imprecision of the estimation is clear.
For the ρ coefficient, imprecision is noted in all scenarios (Figure 9 ). An important bias emerges with larger values of ψ . In fact, the spatial specification is not able to distinguish between the spatial multidirectional effect, as measured by the ρ coefficient in (12) or (13), and the unidirectional spatial effect, measured by ψ . Thus, the important bias comes from the addition of both effect in the unique ρ coefficient in the strictly spatial specification. Moreover, as long as the values of the autoregressive coefficients increase, the imprecision increase. The worst case is noted in the specification (13) with high values of ρ and ψ : in both cases, the estimation of the coefficient is highly volatile and imprecise. Finally, turning our attention to the model introducing a trend (Equation (13)), it can be explained why there is no overestimation of the ρ coefficient using the spatial weights matrix. The coefficient is, except for low values of autoregressive coefficients, biased towards over estimation (Figure 10 ). For high values of ρ , the δ coefficient is highly imprecise and upwardly biased. In almost all cases, the estimated coefficients obtained with the strictly spatial considerations (the grey lines) are clearly wider that the estimated coefficients obtained when dealing with the spatio-temporal structure of the data (the black lines and bars). The form of the distributions is concentrated around the true value of the parameters, suggesting an absence of bias, but the distributions are clearly spread out and imprecise when only spatial consideration is accounted for. Moreover, the distributions of the autoregressive parameter ρ are really imprecise using the spatial weight matrix, going from negative values to unit root (and more than unit root value). Thus, neglecting the temporal dimension of spatial data pooled over time can lead to possible unit root problems, as noted by [8] , presenting an additional problem.
Lastly, the Monte Carlo experiments clearly underline the importance of taking into account the accumulation process of the spatial data pooled over time. Ignoring the temporal dimension of the DGP can lead to important bias in the detection of a spatial autocorrelation pattern as well as introduce large variability in the estimated coefficients and potential bias for high values of ρ , λ and ψ . These results are of primal importance given the fact that the usefulness of the statistical models is to evaluate the effect of a given independent variable on the dependent variable and given the fact that the marginal effect in a spatial autoregressive model can be broken down into two components: a direct effect (the usual interpretation of the β coefficient), and an indirect spatial spillover effect (based on the estimation of the ρ , and ψ , coefficient) [4] .
Conclusions
This paper endeavours to investigate the effect of adopting a spatial specification of a model when data consist of spatial data pooled over time. By presenting the particularities of the data generating process (DGP) of the individual spatial unit pooled over time, we present a simple way to account for the particularity of the multidirectional spatial relations for a given time period, as well as accounting for the unidirectional spatial relation from realizations observed in the time period before the actual realizations. Such decomposition can be transposed in the weights matrix to correctly capture the different relations.
Given the DGP representation, a Monte Carlo experiment framework is developed and used to evaluate the effect of adopting a purely spatial representation when data consist of individual spatial units collected over time. The results clearly conclude that using a spatial specification can lead to a potential serious problem on the estimated coefficients, as well as for the autoregressive parameters. If the inclusion of a general trend variable in the spatial specification helps to reduce potential biases on some estimated coefficients, the results show that it is far from solving all the problems. In fact, the estimation of the coefficient associated with the trend can be highly biased. This may be of primal importance if the coefficient of interest is the trend itself.
The results also confirm that, to some extent, some previous results in the literature suggesting that ignoring the spatio-temporal structure can lead to erroneous decisions on the amplitude of the detected spatial autocorrelation, while exploring the decomposition of this conclusion according to the amplitude of the autoregressive coefficients [9] . In fact, to assume that the temporal dimension of the data is neutral and doesn't affect the detection of spatial autocorrelation among residuals is clearly false. Taking account of the spatial structure alone always leads to a strong bias towards rejection of the null assumption of absence of spatial autocorrelation. This is so because the estimation of the variance of the Moran's I index is under evaluated, leading to the overestimation of the z score statistic and to the overrejection of the null hypothesis of no spatial autocorrelation.
The exercise clearly points toward the necessity of accounting for the structure of the data generating process (DGP) when dealing with spatial data pooled over time. The effect of time is non-neutral, at least for an important temporal desegregation. Since spatial econometrics modeling is gaining in popularity and many softwares now offer packages to perform tests and estimations, these conclusions are fundamental for empirical analysis. Given the fact that the goal of the econometric applications remains the same, identifying the marginal mean effect of a given variable on a particular outcome, the conclusions drawn in this paper should be of primal importance for those who work with spatial data pooled over time, such as in real estate analysis, crime detection, business startup and closings and so on.
Statistical tools are really useful for researchers, however, the conclusions of the analysis show how the performance of such tools may fail to adequately measure the desired effect when one is working with spatial data pooled over time.
However, what is less clear, for now, is to identify what happens when the independent variables are also correlated over space and time and how this spatial structure can be decomposed. There is also a lack of actual analyses on determining the effect of the length of the temporal dimension on the possible amplitude of the bias. Moreover, as it is the case with spatial data (the modifiable Areal Unit Problem-MAUP), the effect of the temporal desegregation on the results needs to be explored in detail since this can also have potential effects on the estimated coefficients.
